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Report snapshot
Traditional network and traffic capacity-planning models that
have operated well for over sixty years, no longer address the
needs of 5G Core and RAN capacity planning.
In the 5G Service-Based Architecture (SBA) environment,
nested, stateless 5G containerized microservices, need a new
model to allocate server resources to the large number of
5G transaction queues and service flows.
This report describes a capacity-planning model based on
multiserver, multiphase queuing theory that addresses the
challenges of planning deployment for 5G Core functionality.
New approaches to planning compute resources closer to the
edge or across the Radio Access Network (RAN) are also
described.
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INTRODUCTION: TRADITIONAL CAPACITY
PLANNING
Since the 1950s, capacity planning for fixed telecommunications networks has been based on patterns of traditional
voice traffic and the arrival rate of voice call attempts at a telephone switch or Local Exchange Central Office. Traffic
arrival rates of this type have been characterized by a classic Poisson distribution. Traditionally telecommunications
capacity has been planned to be able to support peak traffic at the busiest hour in a day on the busiest day in year.
Often for residential areas in the U.S. fixed telecommunications network, this was Mother’s Day.
When cellular communications arrived in the 1980s, the model was extended to mobile infrastructure. Initially the
daily voice traffic peaks were generated by phone calls from large numbers of mobile commuters. As messaging
and low speed data arrived, these traditional models continued to be based on a daytime traffic peak. More recently
however, as video content has dominated user traffic, the mobile and fixed broadband peak periods have shifted to
create an evening peak period.

CAPACITY PLANNING—PEAK PERIOD BY TIME OF DAY
As the following figure shows there are significant variations in communications traffic by time of day as measured
by the Non-Busy Hour—actually four hours in the figure—from 2:00 to 6:00 in the morning and a Busy Hour—also
four hours from 17:00 to 21:00 in the evening. To ensure adequate infrastructure resources for all types of traffic,
operators typically deploy capacity to support:
• Traffic Peak plus at least 30% Head Room for variations in that peak load, that is, 70% peak utilization.
• Traffic peak that varies between 2 times and 5 times the off-peak trough.
The following figure shows the pattern of user traffic arrival at one of SK Telekom’s (SKT’s) commercial virtual Packet
Gateway (vPGW) systems over a period of 25 days. Although the figure is based on traffic arriving at a mobile vPGW,
it is quite similar to other current fixed and mobile broadband traffic patterns.
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Source: Intel®: Towards Achieving High Performance in 5G Mobile Packet Core’s User Plane Function
FIGURE 1. Sample SK Telecom (SKT) user plane traffic rates from vPGW system
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Traffic profiles by user plane
Figure 1 shows five types of User Plane traffic from different applications that have different throughput and bandwidth
requirements. These diverse applications require different Classes of Service and are prioritized as IP router queues for
best effort delivery. (Note: These User Planes are analogous to 5G Network Slices except that those would require the
service level to be guaranteed.)
Ratio of Uplink (UL) to Downlink (DL) traffic
As traffic has moved from voice to data (web browser) and video (content), Downlink (DL) traffic to the end user
now consistently exceeds Uplink (UL) traffic, which is typically created in real time by end users. In the Figure 1, the
Uplink (UL) to Downlink (DL) ratio shows in terms of packets 1:3. On average in recent years, SKT reports that DL
traffic has exceeded UL traffic with a ration between 1:2 and 1:6.
These ratios are very important for capacity planning—especially for Backhaul connectivity from the mobile to the
fixed network. Today many operators engineer mobile capacity on the assumption that there is about 5 times as
much traffic outbound on the DL as there is coming from users on the UL. Going forward, this is likely to change as:
• User generated video and mobile Wi-Fi access creates new types of “uploadable” bulk traffic to match traditional
video streaming and downloads
• Edge Services create, store, relay, and archive Content at the Edge

FIXED RESOURCE ALLOCATION BY APPLICATION LEADS TO
WASTED CAPACITY
Until recently mobile networks allocated network bandwidth and resources as separate silos for every service—voice,
data, and so on. Given the variations in the Busy Hour for the different applications—as shown in Figure 2—this fixed
allocation by service has often led to significant unused capacity during both peak and off-peak periods.
As the figure indicates, the early morning storage activity peak could utilize capacity from multiple other application
services. On the other hand, the video gaming peak—which is not offset by a trough in other services—has become
so large that in many cases it is already driving the addition of new network capacity.
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FIGURE 2. Daily traffic distribution for five primary categories of mobile applications

Mobile Gaming appears likely to be one of the potential 5G applications that demands both low latency and
enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) that could drive significant early capacity deployment.

10 P.M.
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5G TRAFFIC LOADS WILL BE BIGGER AND “BURSTIER”
The unique capabilities of 5G include:
• New Radio (NR) that bursts data over the air (OTA) at up to 10 Gbps
• Highly variable mix of low latency and high throughput 5G applications
• New 5G traffic patterns—potentially with multiple, short lived peaks
These traffic loads will demand new capacity design and deployment approaches for the RAN, Backhaul, and Core. The
magnitude of the changes in traffic characteristics that 5G brings is very significant, as shown in the following table.
TABLE 1. Differences in traffic characteristics between 4G/LTE and 5G
Traffic characteristic

4G/LTE

5G

Peak data rate

1 Gbps

Up to 10 Gbps

Typical user data rate

5 Mbps

100–500 Mbps

Actual user avg. throughput

1X

10X to 100X

Transactions and signaling transactions

1X

3–10 times 4G transactions on control plane (over HTTP/2)

Change in mix and traffic characteristics

Online gaming

Multiparty interactive gaming

Streaming video

User generated video (UL) and 4K or 8K video (DL)

2:1–5:1

20:1–500+:1 (0.5 Gbps+) 10X–50X+

Traffic burstiness—ratio of peak to trough
Source: Strategy Analytics

MAJOR SAVINGS FROM VIRTUALIZATION
As shown previously, traffic demands vary significantly by application. Both the magnitude and the “burstiness”—that
is, short-lived high variability—of that traffic is expected to increase dramatically in 5G networks as low latency and
high bandwidth apps proliferate. Exploiting offsetting traffic peaks and sharing all available underlying infrastructure
resources through virtualization becomes essential to the economics of 5G. Only if the network can be treated as
a common pool of “virtual” processor, storage, and connectivity resources that dynamically allocated as a shared
“Telco Cloud” can 5G networking be truly cost-effective.
Virtualization can both improve capacity utilization (which will slow CAPEX investment) and reduce OPEX through
vastly simplified, automated resource configuration, instantiation, and monitoring. Virtualization across diverse
applications and network services improves multiple network performance indicators:
• Traffic peaks are smoothed by aggregation of bursts across services.
• Head Room is shared and redundancy enhanced automatically by load distribution and resource pooling.
• Capacity utilization improves on many lightly loaded resources from 40–50% to around 60–75%—an increase of
50% in actual utilization.
• Operations costs decrease by as much as 30 to 40% in this simpler shared environment, where the same
automated processes are used to allocate and orchestrate resources across the entire network.

BETTER CAPACITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT BRINGS
MULTIPLE BUSINESS BENEFITS
In addition to direct improvements in network efficiency and direct cost savings, many business benefits accrue including:
• Improved ROI with higher load factors on virtualized resources.
• Process standardization as the Telco Cloud leverages of IT DevOps approaches and Kubernetes containers for scalability.
• End-to-end QoS guarantees and service level agreements are more likely to be met and paid for.
• Cloud Data Centers can become a seamless backup resource for telco cloud processing and storage.
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NEW CAPACITY PLANNING APPROACHES—
SIZING IN A CLOUD-NATIVE ENVIRONMENT
This section summarizes how 5G’s containerized Service-Based Architecture (SBA) differs from the traditional legacy
networks and why capacity must be modeled differently. It then covers some of the capacity modeling building blocks
and deployment best practices for a 5G Core network. Then, how operators can use a multiserver, multiphase queuing
model to estimate the number of threads required to handle the number of incoming transactions for multiple service
flows and determine the capacity required to achieve a given estimated response time from the 5G Core.

HOW CONTAINERIZED 5G NETWORKS DIFFER FROM LEGACY NETWORKS
Legacy networks differ from 5G SBA based containerized networks along multiple dimensions as shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Comparison of legacy vs. 5G networks
Dimensions

Legacy network

Containerized 5G network

Hardware vs. software architecture

Dedicated hardware provided by vendors

Service-Based Architecture (SBA)

Proprietary/Private vs. Public/Cloud

Performance characteristics protected by
vendors

Cloud deployments—Private or Public

Stateful vs. stateless (but state aware)

Stateful scalability at the solution level

Multiple reusable microservices components
whose state information is stored
independently from the functions they
perform i.e., stateless

Latency

Optimized per physical unit

Openness-related latencies can be
optimized more easily end to end

Scalability

Scales with physical equipment, or
virtual machine

Scalability at containerized function level

Performance monitoring and optimization

Limited predefined parameters per
equipment item

Open Arch. and APIs more performance
characteristics

Service resource allocation

Traditional traffic model allocation

Multiserver, multiphase queuing model

Overall benefits

Less messaging, fewer moving parts. Fewer
fault zones

More messaging on the control plane, more
moving parts, more fault zones

Source: Hewlett Packard Enterprise

Dramatic differences occur as operators move away from stateful, virtual machines to software and cloud-based
networks that are containerized with reusable container-based stateless microservices functional components.
In particular, these networks require operators to model network building blocks in new ways.
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CAPACITY MODELING BUILDING BLOCKS AND BEST PRACTICES
As summarized in Table 3, network performance, the number of transport hops, target performance characteristics,
and modeling parameters are all key inputs for best practice capacity planning.
TABLE 3. Capacity modeling building blocks
Parameters and building blocks

Best practices

Networking performance characteristics

• Minimize network latency
• Consider colocation of functions and microservices

Transport connectivity “hops” for each scenario

• Through containerized microservices

Performance characteristics for each function

• Modeled—prior to deployment
• Actual—measured after deployment

Parameters that are key for modeling

• Facility characteristics—network, CPU
• Arrival pattern: Transactions received per second
• Service time: Based on message type

Source: HPE

KEY PARAMETERS THAT IMPACT NETWORK PERFORMANCE
Latency of control plane transactions and service flows
The most critical performance characteristic to optimize for an operator’s 5G Core network is control plane latency.
There can be anywhere from 10 to 20 message hops between 5G network functions and their microservices, so any
network transport latency impacts the entire solution.
For instance, if the average network transport latency is 0.5 milliseconds (ms) and it takes 16 message hops, then
8 ms of the overall response time is due solely to network transport latency. For this same scenario, if the average
network transport latency goes up to 3 ms, then 48 ms of the overall response time is due entirely to network
transport latency. Therefore, operators and system integrators need to do everything possible to minimize network
transport latency.
One best practice is to co-locate 5G network functions and their most frequently used microservices at the same
data center whenever possible. Operators and system integrators need to continuously monitor the number of
message hops required to reach active instances of containerized functions and microservices so that they always
know the time required to complete any transaction.
Calculating the number of instantiations required—key parameters
To calculate the number of instantiations required for each containerized set of microservices components, for every
active service or network function in a live network it is critical to capture key performance characteristics and their
actual response times. Prior to deployment, however, operators will need to model these characteristics and assign
assumed values in advance for initial deployment.
After deployment, as actual measurements become available, these actual values should be run through the
capacity-planning model and the results compared to correct any initial deployment errors.
Good models will not only include values for facility characteristics such as network transport latency, connectivity
bandwidth and CPU speed but also for network and user traffic including the arrival pattern of new transactions
received into the queue per second, the service time in ms that it takes to process and complete a single transaction,
and the variability of those service times based on the message type received.
From these parameters, operators can create a dynamic model of the required number network and service function
instances to be deployed based on multiserver, multiphase queuing approach.
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NEW CAPACITY MODEL TO MEET 5G SBA CHALLENGES
Unfortunately, the traditional Single Phase Queuing theory model used for legacy 3G/4G network entities will no
longer work well for 5G’s Service-Based Architecture because of the nested, stateless nature of the 5G containerized
microservices. In the 5G SBA cloud-native environment, operators will need a new model to assign their large
numbers of physical server resources to manage large numbers of 5G transaction queues and service flows.
For 5G capacity planning, operators need to begin to use Nested Outer Queuing theory formulas to model the
multiserver, multiphase architecture of the 5G network functions. Using the formulas in this report, an operator can
determine if there are enough threads to ensure steady-state network and service operations. An operator can use
this model to estimate:
• The minimum number of instantiations of the outermost microservices container for a 5G network function.
• Use that value as a base for determining the required instantiations for their target level of high availability—adjusted
for the distribution of containers to ensure for example that a fault zone failure does not create a network outage.
• Expected utilization in a steady state that will not overrun queues and create an overload condition.
• Response time for the outermost microservices container of a 5G network function and use those values to model
an end-to-end response time estimate for a given scenario prior to deployment.
Multiserver, multiphase model with nested queuing
The complex assignment of these resources can be determined by representing the allocation process as a
multiserver, multiphase queuing model as follows:
• Multiserver—Several identical servers/threads pulling transactions off the queue to become actively processed.
• Multiphase—Series of nested activities or individual processing points before a response is sent via the outermost
processing point.
Basic queueing terms and formulas
To show how this model would actually do the calculations, some queuing terms are required for the model as shown
on the right of the Figure 3.

Container NF

W

Total wait time

Network latency

+

Q

+

Wait in queue (ꞷq)

Basic queuing terms
• λ = Mean arrival rate of new transactions
• µ = Mean service time it takes to process a transaction

Service time (µ)

• L = Expected number of transactions in the system
• W = Wait time for a single transaction

Basic queuing theory formulas (Little’s Law)
Number in system

L = λW

Expected time in service

• ꞷ = Waiting time in a container
• ꞷq = Amount of time single transaction waits in the
queue until it is pulled from the queue to be serviced

W = ωq + 1/µ

Source: HPE
FIGURE 3. Basic queuing terms and formulas

For a single server and single phase queuing model, the basic queuing formula is shown at the top left in the
Figure 3. The response time is also called the total wait time or “W’’ and is calculated as the sum of the round
trip Network Latency plus ω q (wait in queue time) plus µ (the mean service time). Little’s Law can be used with
appropriate assumptions to compute L—the expected number of transactions that a given system could support
using the formula at the bottom left. The expected time in service can also be modeled by adding ω q (the wait in
queue time) to 1/µ (the expected service time) which is the reciprocal of µ the mean service time.
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Nested queuing formulas
However, 5G SBA requires a more complex multiserver, multiphase queuing (MSMPQ) theory model, especially if the
5G network function consists of multiple, stateless functions or shared microservices. The MSMPQ model is useful
for modeling a solution that has several identical servers/threads pulling transactions off the queue to be processed,
and which requires a single transaction to traverse across a series of nested activities or individual processing
points with each having their own queues before processing is complete and a response is sent via the outermost
processing point.

WMSb
Container NF

W
Total wait time

+
Network latency

Q

Total wait time

+
Network latency

Q

+

Container
Microservice (Msb)

Wait in queue (ꙍq)
Service time (µ)

+

Wait in queue (ꙍq)

Service time (µ)

Network Function b

WNFb
Total wait time

+
Network latency

Q

+

Wait in queue (ꙍq)
Service time (µ)

Source: HPE
FIGURE 4. Nested queues

The Figure 4 shows nested queues with three phases, one outer phase on the left and two inner phases on the
right showing the wait times for WMSb (Microservice b) and for WNFb (Network Function b).
In this second example, therefore:
• W is the total wait time for the outermost Container/μ the Total Network Function service time includes the wait
times for WMSb and WNFb
• Wait times (WMSb and WNFb) for Innermost Container/NF Services can either be modeled or measured via testing
and simulation
To calculate the cumulative wait time for a single transaction, just add the times along its path as described in Table 4.
TABLE 4. Cumulative wait times
Step

Incremental time

1

First, add the Network Transport Latency to the queue of the outermost container where it stays until it is pulled from the
queue to be serviced

2

Then add μ, the servicing time, in the outermost queue

3

Then as the transaction passes to the first inner phase add additional Network Transport Latency plus ω q wait time in its
queue plus μ service time plus return Network Transport Latency for the response

4

Again, the outermost container adds μ additional servicing time

5

As the transaction passes to the second inner phase, add Network Transport Latency plus ω q wait time in its queue plus
μ service time plus return Network Transport Latency for the response

6

Finally, the outermost container adds μ additional servicing time before sending the final response to the transaction
request which adds one last Network Transport Latency

The service time for the outermost container therefore includes the sum of the wait times for each nested phase or
processing hop. The wait times for the innermost phases can often be modeled prior to deployment and recalibrated
against actual values via testing after deployment.
Probably the most critical factor to notice here is the number of network hops required to process this simple
example. This reinforces the importance of an optimized network for the control plane.
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APPLYING NESTED OUTER QUEUING FORMULAS TO ACTUAL CALL FLOWS
To apply the model to a real set of call flow transactions several additional terms are needed:
• c—The number of active simultaneous threads in a single container that are pulling transactions from the service
mesh queue. In this example, we are using 4-core containers with 16 threads per core for a total of 64 threads.
• ρ (rho)—The probability or utilization of the container where ρ = λ/(cμ) and when ρ <1, then the solution is
considered in a steady state.
• σ (sigma)—The service variance which is calculated as the square of the difference between the minimum and
maximum service time divided by 12.
The Figure 5 shows examples of numerical values for a Unified Data Management (UDM) authentication microservices.

UDM UEAuthentication
Service time

UDM UEAuthentication
Microservice

µ

σ

Minimum
service time

Maximum
service time

Mean service
time

Variance

10

12

11

0.333333333

λ

c

1/λ

1/µ

p

Lq

ωq

W

L

Transactions
per ms

# of threads

Expected
inter‑arrival
rate

Expected
Service rate
(ms)

Probability/
Utilization

Number in
queue

Wait in queue
(ms)

Wait in system
(ms)

Number in
system

1.1076

64

0.90285302

0.090909091

0.001573295

0.204786387

0.184892007

11.18489201

10.09831348

Source: HPE
FIGURE 5. Applying nested outer queuing formulas to Unified Data Management (UDM) authentication
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Several steps are required to calculate the response time ‘‘ W ’’ and the number of transactions in the system ‘‘L’’
using the nested outer queuing formula.
1. Gather the values for arrival rate, service time, and number of simultaneous threads.
––μ Mean service time is 11 with a variance σ calculated as 0.3333.
––Arrival rate λ is 1.1076 transactions per ms and should be based on the call model of the operator’s subscriber
base.
––c Number of simultaneous threads is 64.
2. Calculate the probability or utilization by dividing the arrival rate by the chance that the queue may be empty.
––ρ Probability is always more than zero but less than 1 in order for the model to be in a steady state.
––If probability is 1 or greater, then the number of transactions in the queue will increase until the queue is
overrun—creating an overload situation.
––To get back to a steady state model, increase the number of threads to get the probability/utilization below the
value of 1.
3. Calculate the estimated number of transactions in the queue using the 1/λ mean arrival rate, the σ variance,
and ρ probability.
––Take the square of the arrival rate times the square of the variance and add the square of the probability, then
divide by 2 times the value of 1 minus the probability.
4. Calculate ωq , the wait time in queue, using the estimated number of transactions in the queue (from 3 above)
divided by 1/λ the arrival rate.
––Take the number of transactions in the queue divided by the arrival rate.
5. Calculate W the response time or estimated wait time in the system.
––Take the wait time in queue plus the expected service rate which is 1/μ the reciprocal of the mean service rate.
––This value does not include the Network Transport Latency so the latency of the inbound hop and outbound hop
has to be added to this modeled value.
––Assuming a 0.5 ms network transport hop for each direction, the wait time is 12.18, that is, W plus 0.5 times 2.
6. Calculate estimated number of transactions in the system for the time frame which is a millisecond.
––Take μ the Mean service time W the wait time in the system.
Appendix A describes the actual transactions flows for a specific example.

CAPACITY PLANNING FOR HIGH RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY
If performance characteristics for each containerized function can be calculated before deployment using the
queuing formulas in this report to model each microservices before deployment, operators and system integrators
can estimate both the expected response time and the minimum number of instantiations needed for each type
of containerized microservices. Once the minimum number of instantiations is known for each microservices, the
operator and system integrator can calculate the increased value of instantiations overall to achieve the operator’s
high availability requirements for five nines operations across a physically distributed microservices mesh even when
running on three nines COTS hardware.
To minimize Network Transport Latency for the 5G control plane, operators may also need to deploy additional
instantiations where some microservices are centralized and other network functions are distributed close to the edge.
Overall, the model will help operators determine the minimum number of instantiations to achieve their desired level
of performance and reliability.
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RADIO ACCESS NETWORK (RAN) CAPACITY
PLANNING IN A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
Just as for the 5G Core, transformation in the RAN is changing how operators dimension capacity for radio, controller
and other processing at different locations in the network. Not only is the distribution of functionality becoming
more flexible, the evolution of both 5G and Open RAN is creating new interfaces at multiple points in that network.

RAN IS EVOLVING
Networks are transforming to a cloud-like distributed architecture across all functions from Access and Edge to
Core and data center. Today Baseband Units (BBUs) are already pooled at many aggregation points and vEPC core
functionality is being moved to the edge. In parallel, some traditional RAN network support functions are being
centralized at the nearest Cloud Data Center as shown in the Figure 6.
Access

Edge

Core

Cloud/Data center

Distributed RAN
IPS/IDS
Radio
heads

Router

vEPC

Backbone

Virtualized RAN
Network slicing

Network slicing

Multiaccess edge
computing

Demand for cloud-like
innovation

Small cell
Network slicing
Demand for broad range
of deployments

Source: Intel
FIGURE 6. vRAN integrated with cloud requires new approach to virtualization and scalability

These new flexible deployment configurations allow operators to:
• Centralize and virtualize Base-Station functionality or eNodeB and 5G gNodeB functions at different locations.
• Scale and vary RAN implementations for a range of solutions.
• Facilitate rapid 4G or 5G traffic growth while leveraging existing investments.
• Migrate resources to support high performance network slicing, e.g., for ultra-reliable low-latency communication
(URLLC) services at the Edge.
• Experiment with cloud platforms to add flexibility and scale for experimenting with new revenue models.
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DISTRIBUTED AND CENTRALIZED RAN
Traditional eNodeB
RRC

PDCP

High-RLC

Low-RLC

High-MAC

Low-MAC

High-PHY

Low-PHY

eNodeB

RF

Data
Option 2

Option 1

Option 3

Option 4

Centralized unit

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7

Option 8

Distributed unit

Centralized

Radio unit
DU

RRC

PDCP

High-RLC

Low-RLC

High-MAC

Low-MAC

High-PHY

Low-PHY

CU

RF
Centralized

Data
DU
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

oRAN F1 Interface
aka CU/DU Split

Option 7

CU

Option 8

oRAN F2 Interface
oRAN Fronthaul

Source: Intel representation of alternative Open RAN Splits
FIGURE 7. Open RAN Split options and RAN deployment models

Today cell sites are getting smaller and Remote Radio Units (RRUs) and Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) are being
installed on light poles as well as towers. Many service providers are now looking to deploy Open RAN options that
allow them to collocate or separate Distributed Units (DUs) and Centralized Units (CUs) for lower layer radio protocol
processing and controller/scheduler functions respectively. All three configurations shown on the right side of the
Figure 7 are likely to be deployed under different conditions creating Cloud RAN, which can be either an Open RAN
or more traditional vRAN.
As processor load shifts and connectivity bandwidth changes dramatically to support these new configurations, new
approaches to capacity planning are essential.

DIMENSIONING COMPUTE FOR THE RAN AND VRAN
Intel has adopted an approach for scaling the compute processing required for each cell coverage area, based on
calculating the necessary processor Cores per (Radio Sector) Carrier to achieve high performance processing over
the air (OTA). The number of processors for a given type of sector carrier in a given area is established so that the
system can then be scaled appropriately as shown on the left side of the Figure 8.
CPU cores per sector carrier
• Cores per sector carrier (Cores per cell)
–– Define the sector carrier example: 5G NR 20 MHz, 4-Layer DL,
2-Layer UL
–– Specify the compute device, e.g., Xeon-SP6212U
• How to determine this cores per sector carrier number
–– Use vRAN Software Reference Implementation (FlexRAN) and
execute defined sector carrier configurations on selected CPU
–– Analyze the results in terms of cycle-counts per module
–– Include the overhead cores
• Sample result: 1.65 compute cores per sector carrier on Xeon‑SP6148

Provisioning hardware
Fixed function deployment
Revenue generating

Head Room
3G

3G

4G

4G

5G

5G

vRAN deployment
Revenue generating

Head Room

3G, 4G, 5G
Core—UPF
Edge Services

Source: Intel
FIGURE 8. Provisioning of CPU cores combined with dynamic vRAN sharing of deployed hardware
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On the right side of the Figure 8, the value of dynamic vRAN provisioning is indicated by the increased flexibility—
and associated cost savings—that come from dynamic allocation of multiple revenue generating 3G, 4G, and 5G
services on common hardware with shared head room across all those services. This minimizes the overprovisioning
shown in the fixed function deployment example at the top right.
In addition, Intel’s FlexRAN represents a blueprint or template that makes it easy to configure a standard platform
for radio protocol and cell site processing. In a Cloud RAN or vRAN environment, Cloud platforms with common
hardware and software architecture can provide the flexibility and agility required to support the highly dynamic
nature of the RAN processing that is emerging.

DIMENSIONING SERVICE AND NETWORK FUNCTIONS ON
COMMON HARDWARE
Cloud RAN can in theory support any function on any server or processing platform that has the right performance
class and type. Intel provides a compatible Cloud Ran portfolio of PCIe adapters for the RAN/Network, Intel® Xeon®
Scalable processors for all types of processing, storage, and Ethernet connectivity in all types of form factors
including HPE ProLiant Server blades or HPE Edgeline systems to custom processor configurations for mounting on
poles or at the base of a tower.

PREPROVISIONING COMPUTE AT THE NETWORK EDGE
By predeploying processor and storage capacity with the radio protocol and control processing at the edge of the
network, service providers can dramatically reduce the barriers to initiating value-added services at the edge. Cloud
RAN components and the FlexRAN architecture make it easy to deploy and scale a single compute fabric for both
internal network use and approved third-party applications.
Good compute capacity planning therefore allows operators to:
• Avoid overprovisioning compute resources, for example, by handling best effort services or applications during
non-busy hours
• Reduce Barrier to Entry for Edge Services Innovation
––Compute head room can be used to trial new services and foster innovation
––Significant investment to GPP at location for Edge Services trial
Single compute device
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CPU

CPU

CPU
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CPU
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FIGURE 9. Common compute platforms can support 4G and 5G Core network functions and edge applications

Compute platforms at the Edge or in the Cloud can provide the flexibility and agility required to address the dynamic
nature of RAN processor needs as well as Edge Service applications requirements.
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NEW CAPABILITIES DEMAND FLEXIBILITY AND AGILITY
As compute resources become increasingly flexible with diverse form factors and processor performance, more
flexible and highly automated capacity-planning mechanisms and policies are needed to allocate and control
these resources. Similarly, since software is increasingly deployed beyond the data center for network services and
end‑user applications, dynamic allocation of processing power and storage becomes essential.
Operators need to adopt an agile mindset that will allow them to exploit these new capabilities not only to reduce
their capital expenditures and their cost of operations but also to set the stage for value-added Services at the Edge.

ABOUT HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE
HPE has over 30 years of experience in the telecoms industry, with more than 300 telco customers across
160 countries. In the core, more than 700 million subscribers across more than 80 carriers depend on HPE Mobile
Core software. HPE’s open telco solutions help operators evolve their networks and services to a 5G ready,
cloud‑native, service-based architecture. As the edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company, our experience in
hybrid cloud allows us to bring the cloud transformation and secure, carrier-grade, standards-based infrastructure to
telecommunications networks. HPE was recognized by Frost & Sullivan with the 2019 Leadership award for Global
5G Infrastructure Enabling Technology.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is the global edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company that helps organizations
accelerate outcomes by unlocking value from all of their data, everywhere. Built on decades of reimagining the future
and innovating to advance the way people live and work, HPE delivers unique, open and intelligent technology
solutions, with a consistent experience across all clouds and edges, to help customers develop new business models,
engage in new ways, and increase operational performance. Learn more at hpe.com/info/5G.

ABOUT INTEL
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC) is an industry leader, creating world-changing technology that enables global progress
and enriches lives. Inspired by Moore’s Law, we continuously work to advance the design and manufacturing
of semiconductors to help address our customers’ greatest challenges. By embedding intelligence in the cloud,
network, edge and every kind of computing device, we unleash the potential of data to transform business and
society for the better.
To learn more about Intel’s innovations, go to newsroom.intel.com and intel.com.

ABOUT STRATEGY ANALYTICS
Strategy Analytics provides strategic and tactical support to global clients across the market and product lifecycle
including consulting projects and white papers. Feel free to contact the author srudd@strategyanalytics.com with
any questions on this report or for further details on how we can assist you.
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APPENDIX A. CALL FLOW STEPS
FOR END‑TO-END 5G MUTUAL
AUTHENTICATION EXAMPLE
Below is an example of the Call Flow transactions for Mutual Authentication.
UE

AMF/SEAF

AUSF

UDM

CMOD/HSM

UDR

Registration
Select AUSF
Nausf UEAuthentication
Select UDM
Nudm UEAuthentication

WAUSF

SIDF transforms SUCI to SUPI; Select UDR

WUDM

Nudm UEAuthentication

Nudr DM Query

Authentication request
Store XRES; Calculate HXRES
Calculate Auth Response

Nausf UEAuthentication

Authentication response

Get Vectors

WUDR
WCMOD

Calculate HRES; Compare HXRES
Nausf UEAuthentication (RES)

WAUSF

RES Verification
Nausf UEAuthentication

Source: HPE
FIGURE 10. Appendix Chart A. End-to-end 5G AKA Mutual Authentication Call Flow example

There are—as shown in the Figure 10—eight roundtrip message hops between the 3GPP defined 5G Network
Functions to authenticate a UE device. Each Network Function is composed of several containerized microservices
to provide stateless, scalable 5G Network Functions. Operators need to know the wait time or response time of the
outermost container of each 5G Network Function.
By using the Nested Outer Queuing formulas, operators can model wait time or response time of each 5G Network
Function via the outermost nested container of each 5G Network Function. There are 5 different wait times—shown
as purple boxes—that can be modeled.
The detailed Call Flow steps for end-to-end 5G AKA Mutual Authentication are summarized in Table 5.
TABLE 5. Appendix Chart B. Call Flow steps
Step

Tasks/Transactions

1

During the registration procedures between the UE and AMF, the AMF determines authorization is required.

2

AMF selects a AUSF through discovery with the NRF which is not shown in this diagram, but is an additional message hop.

3

AMF initiates authentication using the Nausf UEAuthentication Service to AUSF.

4

AUSF selects the UDM through discovery with the NRF which is not shown in this diagram, but is an additional message hop.

5

AUSF requests UEAuthentication vectors from the UDM.

6

UDM selects UDR through discovery with the NRF which is not shown in this diagram, but is an additional message hop.

7

UDM queries the UDR for UEAuthentication data stored in the profile.
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TABLE 5. Appendix Chart B. Call Flow steps (continued)
Step

Tasks/Transactions

8

UDM sends UEAuthentication data to HSM which generates 5G HE AV from RAND, AUTN, XRES, and K AUSF and returns 5G HE AV
to UDM

9

The UDM shall then return the 5G HE AV to the AUSF together with an indication that the 5G HE AV is to be used for 5G-AKA in a
Nudm UEAuthentication Get Response. In case SUCI was included in the Nudm UEAuthentication Get Request, UDM will include the
SUPI in the Nudm UEAuthentication Get Response.

10

The AUSF shall store the XRES temporarily together with the received SUCI or SUPI. The AUSF may store the K AUSF.

11

The AUSF shall then generate the 5G AV from the 5G HE AV received from the UDM/ARPF by computing the HXRES from XRES
and KSEAF from K AUSF, and replacing the XRES with the HXRES and K AUSF with KSEAF in the 5G HE AV.

12

The AUSF shall then return the 5G AV (RAND, AUTN, HXRES, KSEAF) to the SEAF in a Nausf UEAuthentication Authenticate Response.

13

The SEAF shall send RAND, AUTN to the UE in a NAS message Authentication Request. This message shall also include the ngKSI
that will be used by the UE and AMF to identify the K AMF and the partial native security context that is created if the authentication
is successful. This message shall also include the ABBA parameter. The SEAF shall set the ABBA to the default value of all zeros. The
ME shall forward the RAND and AUTN received in NAS message Authentication Request to the USIM.

14

At receipt of the RAND and AUTN, the USIM shall verify the freshness of the 5G AV by checking whether AUTN can be accepted.
If so, the USIM computes a response RES. The USIM shall return RES, CK, IK, to the ME. If the USIM computes a Kc (i.e., GPRS Kc) from
CK and IK using conversion function c3, and sends it to the ME, then the ME shall ignore such GPRS Kc and not store the GPRS Kc
on USIM or in ME. The ME then shall compute RES from RES. The ME shall calculate KAUSF from CK || IK. The ME shall calculate KSEAF
from KAUSF. An ME accessing 5G shall check during authentication that the “separation bit” in the AMF field of AUTN is set to 1. The
“separation bit” is bit 0 of the AMF field of AUTN. The UE shall return RES to the SEAF in a NAS message Authentication Response.

15

The SEAF shall then compute HRES from RES, and the SEAF shall compare HRES and HXRES. If they coincide, the SEAF shall
consider the authentication successful from the serving network point of view. If not, the SEAF proceed as described in sub-clause
6.1.3.2.1 of TS 33.501. If the UE is not reached, and the RES is never received by the SEAF, the SEAF shall consider authentication
as failed, and indicate a failure to the AUSF.

16

The SEAF shall send RES together with the corresponding SUCI or SUPI, as received from the UE, in a Nausf UEAuthentication
Authenticate Request message to the AUSF.

17

When the AUSF receives the Nausf UEAuthentication Authenticate Request message including a RES it may verify whether the
AV has expired. If the AV has expired the AUSF may consider the authentication as unsuccessful from the home network point
of view. AUSF shall compare the received RES with the stored XRES. If the RES and XRES are equal, the AUSF shall consider the
authentication as successful from the home network point of view.

18

The AUSF shall indicate to the SEAF in the Nausf UEAuthentication Authenticate Response whether the authentication was
successful or not from the home network point of view. In case the AUSF received a SUCI from the SEAF when the authentication
was initiated, and if the authentication was successful, then the AUSF shall also include the SUPI in Nausf UEAuthentication
Authenticate Response. If the authentication was successful, the key KSEAF received in 5G AV shall become the anchor key in the
sense of the key hierarchy. Then the SEAF shall derive the K AMF from the KSEAF, the SUPI, and shall provide the ngKSI and the K AMF to
the AMF. If a SUCI was used for this authentication, then the SEAF shall only provide ngKSI and K AMF to the AMF after it receives the
Nausf UEAuthentication Authenticate Response message containing SUPI; no communication services will be provided to the UE
until the SUPI is known to the serving network.
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